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By SARAH RAMIREZ

As luxury brands ramp up their appeals to millennial and Generation Z consumers, installment payment providers
such as Afterpay and Klarna have proved essential.

Square, Inc.'s recently-announced acquisition of Afterpay, valued at $29 billion (see story), underscores the
importance of the "buy now, pay later" ecosystem. BNPL offerings are of unique importance to luxury labels since
these installment options make high-end goods more accessible to aspirational consumers.

"For younger consumers who don't have traditional credit cards, BNPL can support conversion, full price selling
and larger tickets all metrics retailers want to see expand," said Marie Driscoll, managing director of luxury and
fashion at Coresight Research, New York.

"Splitting a high-priced purchase into a few payments allows consumers to buy the products they aspire to own
without pressuring retailers to promotionally price," she said. "BNPL supports brand equity, whereas promotional
pricing erodes brand equity."

Buying in
The most prominent BNPL providers include Klarna, Afterpay and Affirm. Generally, these providers allow
consumers to pay for purchases through equal, bimonthly installments, without charging interest.

While these fintech companies are not newcomers to the ecommerce space, the industry has seen strong growth in
the United States in the last two years particularly since the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic.

McKinsey & Company forecasts point-of-sale (POS) financing will account for 13 to 15 percent of unsecured
lending balances in the U.S. by 2023, outpacing growth for personal loans and consumer credit cards.

Additionally, McKinsey predicts "pay in four" providers, including Afterpay and Klarna, will see generate $4 to $6
billion in revenues by 2023. Much of this growth is fueled by younger, credit-averse consumers.

"Afterpay helps to remove the financial barrier that prevents a new generation of shoppers from purchasing designer
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goods," said Zahir Khoja, general manager of North America at Afterpay. "As a financially-savvy, budget conscious
generation, Afterpay's predominantly Gen Z and Millennial customers want the confidence of knowing where their
money is going, instead of worrying where it went.

"Afterpay does very well in specialty markets, like luxury and premium, because we understand merchant needs and
help them grow their business," he said. "Our luxury and premium partners are looking to maintain prices, but ensure
that customers can buy the product they need without having to cover the full cost up front."

Brands and retailers currently partnering with Afterpay include The RealReal, Gilt, Jimmy Choo and Marc Jacobs.

"By offering Afterpay to their customers at checkout, these [luxury and premium] merchants see a higher AOVs,
increased conversions, new customers and incremental revenue," Mr. Khoja said. "In a recent case study, one of
our luxury brands saw a 5 percent increase in AOV, as well as 50 percent new-to-file customers that had discovered
the brand through Afterpay.

"It truly is a win-win for the merchant and the shopper."

Meanwhile, competitor Klarna recently announced a new partnership with online retail group Yoox Net-A-Porter to
bring BNPL options to YNAP's 4.5 million customers. Klarna is currently available across the Mr Porter brand in the
United States, United Kingdom, Germany, Austria, The Netherlands, Italy, Spain and Belgium (see story).

Klarna launched a new campaign encouraging shoppers to update their post-lockdown wardrobes

More than 4,000 merchants including 900 fashion brands such as Oscar de La Renta, David Yurman, Khaite,
LuisaViaRoma, La Garconne, Moda Operandi and Tamara Mellon currently use Affirm (see story).

"The brands extend their customer base by attracting those who previously were not able to buy luxury goods," said
Yana Bushmeleva, chief operating officer at Fashionbi, Milan.

As younger shoppers build their income, these services allow them to splurge on high-end goods without
compromising their budgets.

"The vast majority of Afterpay users are millennials and Gen Z consumers who are looking for a more flexible way
to purchase their favorite fashion, beauty and lifestyle brands," Mr. Khoja said. "We know that these cohorts have a
strong preference for financial wellness and budgeting, and are looking for services that cater to those needs now
and as they mature."

Installment payments can offer also brands and retailers an alternative to private-label credit card offerings since
these younger shoppers favor debit cards to avoid high-interest debt a generational shift in spending preferences that
dates to the 2007-2009 financial crisis.

"I believe that BNPL service will be especially important for the young customers of the luxury brands," Ms.
Bushmeleva said. "[In the future,] maybe BNPL services will be provided directly by the banks so the luxury brands
can maintain the high status in the customers' minds."

Buy-now-pay-later makes  large purchases  more access ible for younger consumers . Image credit: Afterpay

Although millennial and Gen Z consumers garner widespread brand attention as their spending power increases,
BNPL also has wider appeal with others who may have unpredictable incomes.

"According to an Ascent survey in March 2021, 60 percent of 18-44-year-olds have used the buy-now-pay-later option,"
said Coresight Research's Ms. Driscoll. "However, the greatest growth in usage of BNPL was the over 55 age group
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up 98 percent from July 2020 with 41 percent of that age demographic having used BNPL."

BNPL comes to stores
While BNPL is most often associated with ecommerce, a growing number of brands and retailers are accepting and
encouraging installment payments at physical stores.

McKinsey expects 25 to 30 percent of point-of-sale financing originations to be in-store during 2021.

Brands and retailers that accept BNPL in-store include Belstaff, Bloomingdale's, Calvin Klein, Jo Malone London,
Macy's, Michael Kors and Sephora.

"Launching Afterpay in stores is a light lift for retailers, and provides them with a safe, contactless payment solution
to offer to their customers," said Afterpay's Mr. Khoja. "Since customers access the Afterpay Card via Apple or
Google Pay, there is no additional integration time or cost required of the retailer.

"By partnering with Afterpay in-store, merchants are more easily able to meet this new consumer demand for a
seamless omnichannel experience, while paying for their items in interest-free installments and leaving the store
with their item right away," he said. "This brings strong business benefits to retailers namely helping them generate
new customers and driving sales."

BNPL's flexibility has additional appeal as shoppers return to bricks-and-mortar stores as the pandemic continues
evolving.

"Luxury brands are reaching the next generation of luxury shoppers with BNPL and will benefit with a headstart on
developing a relationship with these consumers," Ms. Driscoll said.
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